A Shared Parameter Model for Longitudinal Data with Missing Values
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Abstract Longitudinal studies represent one of the principal research strategies employed in medical and social research. These studies are the most appropriate for studying individual change over time. The prematurely withdrawal of some subjects from the study (dropout) is termed nonrandom when the probability of missingness depends on the missing value. Nonrandom dropout is common phenomenon associated with longitudinal data and it complicates statistical inference. The shared parameter model is used to fit longitudinal data in the presence of nonrandom dropout. The stochastic EM algorithm is developed to obtain the model parameter estimates. Also, parameter estimates of the dropout model have been obtained. Standard errors of estimates have been calculated using the developed Monte Carlo method. The proposed approach performance is evaluated through a simulation study. Also, the proposed approach is applied to a real data set.
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1. Introduction

In longitudinal studies each subject is measured repeatedly for the same response variable at different times or different condition or both. For example, if the weights of a sample of individuals are measured once a week for twenty consecutive weeks, the collection of these weights is longitudinal data. The main advantage of longitudinal studies is that it can distinguish changes over time within individuals and enabling direct study of that change.

Longitudinal data are very common in biomedical research and clinical trials where some of measurement of a person develops over time, for example the status of a disease of one person or the value of a car, evolves or develops over time. In these cases one variable is the underlying characteristic or measurement. Longitudinal studies are in contrast to cross-sectional studies in which single outcome are measured for each individual (taken at only one fixed point in time).

Missing data are very common with longitudinal studies. The missing data occur whenever, one or more of, measurement sequences are incomplete. The missing values could be for many reasons. Missing data can be categorized into two different patterns; intermittent missing pattern and dropout pattern. In intermittent pattern a missing value could be followed by an observed value. Dropout means a missing value never followed by an observed value. A distinguishing feature of incomplete longitudinal data analysis is the need to address the underlying causes of missing values. Missing data mechanism is classified to three different types due to [1,2]. These types are missing completely at random, missing at random, and nonrandom missingness. A nonresponse process is missing completely at random (MCAR) if the missingness is independent of both unobserved and observed data, and missing at random (MAR) if, conditional on the observed data, the missingness is independent of the unobserved measurements. A process that is neither MCAR nor MAR is nonrandom (MNAR). For likelihood inference, and when the parameters describing the measurement process are functionally independent of the parameters describing the missingness process, MCAR and MAR are ignorable, in which case the missingness process can be ignored when interest is in inference for the longitudinal process only. The missing data mechanism is referred to as informative if the probability of missingness is related to the underlying response process [3]. Follmann and Wu [4] have shown that informative missing mechanism is a special case of the nonignorable missing mechanism.

Ignoring the missing values with longitudinal data analysis would lead to biased inference. Many authors have tried to model jointly the response process and the missing data process. This modeling framework includes the selection models, pattern mixture models and shared parameter models. In shared parameter models a random effect is shared between the repeated measures model and the missing data mechanism model.

Many authors have proposed a shared parameter model for longitudinal data subject to informative missingness. Wu and Carroll [3,5] proposed a model for continuous normally distributed longitudinal data. Follmann and Wu [4,6,7,8,9] proposed models for binary longitudinal responses. Albert and Follmann [10] proposed methodology for longitudinal count data.
The EM algorithm [11] can be used to obtain the maximum-likelihood estimates for incomplete data. However, in the nonrandom case, the simplicity of the EM algorithm is lost. The expectation step is problematic and does not admit a closed form solution. Also, in some situations, the M-step is computationally unattractive. Many authors have tried to introduce new variants of the EM algorithm that can overcome the complexity of the E-step. A possible solution for the intractable E-step is to use the Monte Carlo EM algorithm [12,13] and a stochastic version of the EM algorithm [13-18]. A relatively recent review of the EM algorithm and its extensions is in [19] and references therein. The stochastic EM (SEM) algorithm is a stochastic version of the EM algorithm, which has been introduced by [14], and subsequently in [16], as a way for executing the E-step using simulation.

The EM algorithm does not provide directly the standard errors of the estimates. Hence, methods for evaluating these standard errors need to be considered. Several methods have been introduced to solve this problem, see for example, Louis [20,21,22], Efron [23] and [24] have introduced a stochastic version of the Louis’ method (the Monte Carlo method).

In the current paper, we propose a model in which a random effect is shared between the response process and the missing data mechanism. We develop the stochastic EM algorithm (SEM algorithm) to estimate the model parameters. Also, the Monte Carlo method is developed to obtain the standard errors. In Section 2 we discuss the motivating opiate clinical trial example. In Section 3, we develop the random effects transition model and discuss parameter estimation in Section 4. We illustrate this methodology with the opiate clinical trial data in Section 5. A discussion follows in Section 6.

2. The Models

Assume that the number of subjects is $m$ and the intended measurements for the $i$th subject are $n_i$. Assume that due to missing data only $n_i$ measurements are available of the $n_i$ measurements are missing, $n = n_m + n_m$. Let $y_{ij}$ represents the $j$th measurement on the $i$th subject, $i=1, \ldots, m$, $j=1, \ldots, n_i$. Let $Y_i$ be an $n_i\times 1$ vector containing the responses that would be obtained, for the $i$th subject, if there were no missing values. Assume that the observed and missing components of $Y_i$ are denoted as $Y_{i,obs}$ and $Y_{i,mis}$, respectively. Let $R_i$ be a vector of missingness indicators. For a particular realization of $(Y, R_i)$, each element of $R_i$ takes a value of one if the corresponding value of $Y_i$ is observed and the value of zero if the corresponding value of $Y_i$ is missing. In notation:

$$R_i = \begin{cases} 
0 & \text{if } y_{ij} \text{ is observed} \\
1 & \text{if } y_{ij} \text{ is intermittent missing} \\
2 & \text{if } y_{ij} \text{ is dropout} 
\end{cases}$$

It is common to jointly model the response process and the missingness process. The complete data of the $i$th subject can be viewed as $(Y_{i,obs}, Y_{i,mis}, R_i)$, and the full density function is $f(Y_{i,obs}, Y_{i,mis} | R_i, \theta, \psi)$. The selection model and pattern mixture model are different factorization of the full density function $f(Y_{i,obs}, Y_{i,mis}, R_i | \theta, \psi)$. The selection model is based on the factorization:

$$f(Y_{i,obs}, Y_{i,mis}, R_i | \theta, \psi) = f(Y_{i,obs}, Y_{i,mis} | \theta, \psi) f(R_i | Y_{i,obs}, Y_{i,mis}, \psi).$$

The first factor is the marginal density of the measurement process and the second one is the density of the missingness process, conditional on the response. The pattern-mixture model (Little, 1994) is based on the factorization:

$$f(Y_{i,obs}, Y_{i,mis}, R_i | \theta, \psi) = f(Y_{i,obs}, Y_{i,mis} | \theta, \psi) f(R_i | \theta, \psi).$$

This can be seen as a mixture of different populations, characterized by the observed pattern of missingness. Instead of using the selection model or pattern-mixture model, the measurement and the missingness process can be jointly modelled by using a shared-parameter model [3,5,6]. These models assume that there is a vector of random effects $b_i$ that is shared between the response and missingness process.

Different missing data mechanisms defined by [1] can be defined according to the conditional distribution $f(R_i | Y_{i,obs}, Y_{i,mis}, \psi)$. The missing data mechanism is MAR if $f(R_i | Y_{i,obs}, Y_{i,mis}, \psi) = f(R_i | Y_{i,obs}, \psi)$, otherwise the missing data mechanism is MNAR.

The shared parameter model assume that the response process $Y$ and the missing data mechanism indicator $R_i$ are conditionally independent of each other, given a group of parameters, $b_i$. Hence the density function of the complete data $f(Y_{i,obs}, Y_{i,mis}, R_i | \theta, \psi)$ can be written as

$$f(Y_{i,obs}, Y_{i,mis}, R_i | \theta, \psi) = \int f(Y_{i,obs}, Y_{i,mis} | b_i, \theta) f(R_i | b_i, \psi) f(b_i | \theta, \psi) db_i$$

Shared parameters $b_i$ affect both the response $Y$ and the missing data indicator $R_i$, thus can be either observable variables (e.g., gender) or latent variables.

Assuming that the response variable $Y_i$ is continuous so, the mixed effects model assumes that the response vectors $Y_i$ satisfies the linear regression model:

$$Y_i = X_i \beta + Z_i b_i + e_i,$$

where $X_i$ is a set of explanatory variables (design matrix), $\beta$ is a $p \times 1$ vector of fixed effect parameter, $Z_i$ is the random effects covariates and $b_i$ is a shared parameter. The shared parameters $b_i$ are assumed to be normally distributed with a zero mean and a variance equal to $\sigma_b^2$.

The errors $e_i$ are assumed to be independent normally distributed with zero means and $V_i$ covariance matrix. The matrix $V_i$ may be unstructured and hence it contains $n(n+1)/2$ parameters. Also, the covariance matrix may have a parametric structure, i.e. its elements are functions of a smaller number (vector) of parameters $\alpha$. In this case it can be written as $V_i(\alpha)$. The main reason for modelling the covariance matrix, $V_i$, as a function of parameters $\alpha$ is to examine different covariance structures, and for parsimony.
Tsonaka et al. [25] have shown that the shared parameters model, by construction, implies a missing not at random (MNAR) mechanism. The conditional distribution \( f(R_i | Y_{\text{obs}}, Y_{\text{mis}}, \psi) \) can be viewed as

\[
  f(R_i | Y_{\text{obs}}, Y_{\text{mis}}, \psi) = \int f(R_i | b_i, \psi) f(b_i | Y_{\text{obs}}, Y_{\text{mis}}, \psi) db_i
\]

which shows that the probability of nonresponse depends on \( Y_{\text{mis}} \) through the posterior \( f(b_i | Y_{\text{obs}}, Y_{\text{mis}}, \psi) \), corresponding therefore to a nonignorable mechanism.

The missing data process, conditional on the random effects \( b_i \), can be modeled as [9],

\[
P(R_y = k | b_i, R_y \neq 2) = \begin{cases} 
  1 & \text{if } k = 0 \\
  1 + \sum_{k=1}^{2} 1 + \exp(w_{ki} \eta_k + r_ib_i) & \text{if } k = 1, 2
\end{cases}
\]

where \( w_{ki} \) are vectors of covariates and \( \eta_k \) are their corresponding regression coefficients. Also, the parameters \( \gamma_k \) relate the missingness process (intermittent) or dropout to the response process.

The likelihood function for the parameters \((\theta, \varphi)\),

\[
  L(\theta, \varphi) = \prod_{i=1}^{m} \prod_{i=1}^{n_i} L_{i_j} = f(Y_{\text{obs}} | b_i, \theta) \times \prod_{i=1}^{n_i} \frac{1}{\sqrt{2\pi |\gamma_{i}|}} e^{-1/2(y_{i} - X_{i}\beta)^{T} \gamma_{i}^{-1}(y_{i} - X_{i}\beta)}
\]

where \( n_i \) is the number of observed measurements for subject \( i \), \( t_i \) is the last measurement time, \( P(x=1|b_i, R_i \neq 2) \), and are as given in Eq. (1) and II(\( i \)) indicator function which equal 1 if the condition is met and zero otherwise. Note that, \( f(Y_{\text{mis}}, b_i | Y_{\text{obs}}, R_i) = f(b_i | Y_{\text{mis}}, b_i, Y_{\text{obs}}, R_i) \).

Hence, to simulate from this conditional distribution of the missing data given the observed data, we need to simulate two distributions. First, we simulate from the marginal distribution of \( b_i \), \( f(b_i) \). This is a normal distribution. Second, we simulate from the conditional distribution of the missing data, \( f(Y_{\text{mis}} | b_i, Y_{\text{obs}}, R_i) \). We argue that this simulation can be performed from the conditional distribution \( f(Y_{\text{mis}} | b_i, Y_{\text{obs}}, R_i) \), since the missing data depend on the missing data indicator through the random effect parameter. This distribution now is a normal distribution. The developed EM algorithm iterates two main steps; the stochastic step (S-step) and the maximization step (M-step). Hence at the (t+1)th iteration iterates the following steps.

- **S-step:**
  - This step consists of two sub-steps; sub-step I and sub-step II.
  - **Sub-step I:** For each subject \( i \) a single draw is obtained from the marginal distribution of \( b_i \), \( f(b_i | \sigma^2(\theta)) \). This distribution is the normal distribution with mean zero and variance \( \sigma^2 \).
  - **Sub-step II:** The missing values of each subject is simulated from the conditional distribution \( f(Y_{\text{mis}} | Y_{\text{obs}}, b_i, \theta^{(t)}, \varphi^{(t)}) \). Note that \( \theta^{(t)} \) and \( \varphi^{(t)} \) are the current parameters estimates. In case of the dropout pattern we can simulate the first missing value only for each subject. The remaining missing values in this case can be assumed missing completely at random.

- **M-step:**
  - The M-step consists of two sub-steps, the logistic step (M1-step) and the normal step (M2-step). In the M1-step, the maximum likelihood estimates of the dropout parameters in model are obtained using any iterative method for likelihood estimation of binary data models (see, for example [27]). In the M2-step, the maximum likelihood estimates of the parameters \( \beta \) and \( \alpha \) are obtained using an appropriate optimization approach for incomplete data. We recommend using the Jennrich-Schulcchter algorithm [28].

### 4. Standard Errors

Louis [20] suggest that the information matrix can be approximated by

\[
  I(\theta) = E(\frac{\partial l(\theta | Y_{\text{obs}}, Y_{\text{mis}})}{\partial \theta}) - \text{cov}(\frac{\partial l(\theta | Y_{\text{obs}}, Y_{\text{mis}})}{\partial \theta})
\]

where \( \theta \) is fixed at the stochastic EM estimates and \( l(\theta | Y_{\text{obs}}, Y_{\text{mis}}) \) is the log-likelihood function.

Evaluating the integrals in the formula in Eq. (3), in the current setting, may not be easy. Efron [23], also in Ip [24], suggest using simulation (the Monte Carlo method) to approximate the integrations in Eq. (3). The missing values are simulated from their conditional distribution and then integrations are evaluated by their empirical versions.

The main idea is to simulate \( M \) identically distributed samples, \( q_1, q_2, \ldots, q_M \) from the conditional distribution of the missing values given the observed values and the
parameters estimates, \( f(Y_{\text{mis}}|Y_{\text{obs}}, \hat{\theta}) \). Hence the Louis formula (3) can be approximated by its empirical version, i.e.

\[
E \approx \frac{1}{M} \sum_{j=1}^{M} \frac{\partial^2 l(\theta|Y_{\text{obs}}, q_{j})}{\partial \theta \partial \theta}
\]

And

\[
C \approx \text{cov} \left( \frac{\partial l(\theta|Y_{\text{obs}}, q_{j})}{\partial \theta} \right)
\]

The Monte Carlo method is developed to find standard errors of the stochastic EM estimates of parameters. The main idea is to simulate \( M \) independent identically distributed samples from the conditional distribution of the missing data given the observed data. Hence, we simulate \( q_1, q_2, ..., q_M \) samples from the conditional distribution \( f(Y_{\text{mis}}|h_0, Y_{\text{obs}}, R) \) and \( h_1, h_2, ..., h_M \) from the conditional distribution \( f(h_0) \). Then the two parts in the right hand side of the formula (3) can be approximated by their empirical versions. In notation,

\[
E \approx \frac{1}{M} \sum_{j=1}^{M} \frac{\partial^2 l(\theta|Y_{\text{obs}}, R, q_{j}, h_{j})}{\partial \theta \partial \theta}
\]

and

\[
C \approx \text{cov} \left( \frac{\partial l(\theta|Y_{\text{obs}}, R, q_{j}, h_{j})}{\partial \theta} \right)
\]

where the parameters \( \theta = (\beta, \alpha, \phi) \) is fixed at the SEM estimates, \( \hat{\theta} = (\hat{\beta}, \hat{\alpha}, \hat{\phi}) \).

Having the \( M \) pseudo-complete data, the first and second order derivatives of the log-likelihood function are evaluated for each sample, and then it is possible to calculate the quantities \( E \) and \( C \) and hence the information matrix. The inverse of the information matrix is the covariance matrix of the stochastic EM estimates. The standard error estimates are the square root of the main diagonal elements of this matrix.

5. Application (Anti-Depressant Trial)

This data set is taken from a multicenter clinical trial on the treatment of depression. In each of six centers subjects were randomized to one of three treatments, approximately 20 subjects receiving each treatment in each center. The total number of subjects was 367. Each subject was rated on the Hamilton depression score (HAMD); a sum of 16 test items producing a response on a 0-50 scale. Measurements were made on each of five weekly visits. The first measurement made before the treatment and the remaining four measurements made during treatment. Dropout occurs from the third measurement onwards. At the end of the trail 123 (33%) subjects had left.

A subset of these data have been analyzed by [29], who considered several analyses, including a maximum likelihood analysis. They have shown that an antedependence covariance structure of order 2, AD(2), is appropriate for these data.

Diggle and Kenward [30] use maximum likelihood analysis for these data using the same covariance structure, AD(2), as in [29], with a less restricted model for the mean response. For the mean profile, they consider a model in which each center is allowed to have a different intercept and quadratic regression relationships for each treatment group.

Figure 1 shows the set of simple mean profiles, based on the observed data for each center. The figure suggests that there is a nonlinear relationship between mean profiles and time. For this reason [30] suggest modeling the mean profile using quadratic regression for each treatment group.

![Figure 1](Image)

**Figure 1.** Observed mean response profiles from antidepressant data trail for each center: (A) center 1; (B) center 2; (C) center 3; (D) center 4; (E) center 5; (F) center 6

The set of profiles for the completers at each center are plotted in Figure 2. Several aspects can be concluded from this figure. First, there is typical decrease of HAMD score over time in all the centers. Second, the dispersion of measurements between subjects at week 5 higher than week 1. Third, in center 2, there is a subject stars and remains at a high value.

![Figure 2](Image)

**Figure 2.** Observed measurements of antidepressant data and centers: (A) center 1; (B) center 2; (C) center 3; (D) center 4; (E) center 5; (F) center 6

Table 1 shows number of subjects who dropout at each treatment in each center. The positive and negative columns shows number of subjects with positive and
negative score increment, respectively, who dropout over the trial period. Center 6 has the highest number of dropouts.

Generally subjects with negative score increments tend to dropout except for few subjects. Dropout occurs consistently from week 3 to week 5, except in the second treatment in center 6. In general week 3 has the highest number of dropouts.

Table 2. The stochastic EM estimates and their standard errors for antidepressant data

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Actual</th>
<th>Estimate</th>
<th>Relative Bias %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\beta_0$</td>
<td>8.00</td>
<td>8.02</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\beta_1$</td>
<td>6.00</td>
<td>5.45</td>
<td>9.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\beta_2$</td>
<td>5.00</td>
<td>5.08</td>
<td>1.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\beta_3$</td>
<td>7.00</td>
<td>6.35</td>
<td>9.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\beta_4$</td>
<td>3.00</td>
<td>2.58</td>
<td>14.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\gamma_1$</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>7.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\sigma_{11}$</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>11.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\sigma_{12}$</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>3.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\sigma_{13}$</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>1.02</td>
<td>13.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\sigma_{14}$</td>
<td>1.25</td>
<td>1.03</td>
<td>17.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\sigma_{15}$</td>
<td>1.50</td>
<td>1.62</td>
<td>8.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\sigma_{22}$</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>16.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\sigma_{23}$</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>8.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\sigma_{24}$</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>8.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\sigma_{25}$</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>12.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\sigma_{33}$</td>
<td>2.44</td>
<td>2.56</td>
<td>4.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\sigma_{34}$</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>1.03</td>
<td>15.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\sigma_{35}$</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>3.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\sigma_{44}$</td>
<td>1.63</td>
<td>1.78</td>
<td>9.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\sigma_{45}$</td>
<td>2.38</td>
<td>2.50</td>
<td>5.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\sigma_{55}$</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>27.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The dropout process is modeled according to the model in Eq. (1). Note that the dropout can be considered as a special case of Eq. (3). The model is

$$\logit(p_i) = \log\left(\frac{p_i}{1 - p_i}\right) = w_i \eta_i + \gamma_i b_i$$

The developed stochastic EM algorithm has been applied to the models. The parameters estimates of the response model and the dropout model are presented in Table 2. These parameter estimates have been obtained for 3000 iteration and stop when the difference between the
last two is less than .0001 for Jennrich-Schluchter algorithm.
From the results in Table 2 we conclude that the centers effects are statistically significant. Also, the covariance parameters are highly significant. The shared parameter $\gamma_1$ is significant which support the nonrandom dropout.

6. Simulation Study

The aim of this simulation study is to validate the obtained stochastic EM estimate by comparing them with the true parameters. The simulation setup is as follows. A random effects linear model is used for the response as

$$ Y_i = X_i \beta + b_i + \epsilon_i, $$

where $\beta$ is a vector consists of $\beta_0, \beta_1, \beta_2, \beta_3, \beta_4, \beta_5$. The residuals $\epsilon_i$ are assumed to be independent normally distributed with zero means and covariance matrix $V$. The dropout process is modeled using the logistic model. Hence, we have 6 parameters of the response and the dropout model there is only one parameter ($\gamma$).

The developed stochastic EM algorithm is used to find the parameter estimates. The number of iterations is fixed at 3000. The results are presented in Table 3.

Depending on this simulation we can see that the absolute relative bias is small to moderate. The maximum relative bias is around 27%. This means that the proposed approach produce parameters estimates close to the true parameters values. Hence, we can conclude that the proposed approach is reliable and gives reasonable results.
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